archaeological fieldwork, when done in tandem, can contribute to a deeper understanding of the Mamlūks' program in Jordan, of relations between state and local society, and of the general settlement history of the region. The texts examined in this particular study include Mamlūk-era waqfiyyas (endowment registers), sharīʿa court documents, and price lists, as well as the more familiar narrative genres of the period. Waqf, the endowment of revenues from an income-producing property, most often ultimately earmarked for charitable purposes, was a key financial institution in medieval Islam, used to support a range of vital public services. Moreover, it is one gauge of proprietorship, as endowed properties, by law, had to be owned (in title, not merely usufruct) by the donor before the endowment could be registered in a religious court. They describe both the recipient of the donation (such as a mosque or madrasa), as well as the properties set aside to see to the financial support of the recipient. In addition, Ottoman-era documents-including tax registers (tapu defterli), waqfiyyas, and the qadi's court records (sijills)-are explored for their potential to refine debates on Mamlūk-era economy. We consider the interplay of such textual sources and the archaeological record in light of recent fieldwork at Tall Ḥisbān and as part of the Northern Jordan Project (hereafter "NJP"), which are under the co-direction and senior direction, respectively, of the author (Fig. 6.1) . In an effort to keep pace with current developments in the broader field of Mamlūk studies, the NJP has prioritized research on contemporary documents; its commitment to conducting simultaneous research in medieval archives renders it in this regard something of a novelty in Jordanian archaeology.3
The Interplay of Narrative and Documentary Sources in Interpreting Archaeological Data
There are only a handful of scholars today actively engaged in writing a history of Mamlūk Jordan.4 It is no easy task, as Transjordan represented the imperial frontier and is visible to us in contemporary Arabic texts only occasionally and quite inconsistently. The most accessible textual references are found in
